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ABSTRACT

Regarding modularised software development, Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) identifies and represents individually crosscutting concerns during the software development cycle’s programming stage. This article proposes and applies OOAspectZ to formal Aspect-oriented requirement specifications for prior stages of the software development cycle. It particularly concerns requirement specification and the structural design of data and behaviour, along with describing and applying Aspect-oriented UML class diagrams to designing classes, aspects and associations among classes and aspects during Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD).

OOAspectZ is a language integrating both Object-Z and AspectZ formal languages whereas Aspect-oriented UML class diagrams represent AOP code, object class and crosscutting concern class structure by means of stereotypes. This article shows and applies the main OOAspectZ and AO UML class diagram characteristics to Aspect-oriented software modelling (AOSM) using a classic example of AOP. Ideas for future work concerning an actual AOP version are also indicated.
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Introduction

According to Kiczales et al., (1997) “in system implementation, an aspect is a property that cannot be clearly encapsulated in a general procedure.” Also, aspects cannot be modularised by means of traditional procedural or object-orientated (OO) methods (Kiczales, & Mezini, 2005). Aspects thus interleave a system’s encapsulated methods, producing cross-cutting concerns. To solve these issues, AOP allows modularising aspects to enable modular reasoning in cross-cutting concerns. Typical examples of cross-cutting...
cutting in a software system would be logging and security issues.

Aspects know which encapsulated elements should be advised, since (in classical AOP) each aspect explicitly declares which routines and classes must be advised and in which conditions, i.e. aspects know when and where they have to advise a system’s encapsulated elements by means of a pointcut (PC) rule definition. A PC is a predicate defining join points (JP) between a system’s elements and aspects (Kiczales, & Mezini, 2005). For a given JP, aspects can use three kinds of advice: before, after, and around. Aspect behaviour (advice) is added to or replaces encapsulated behaviour (Kiczales et al., 1997; Kiczales, & Mezini, 2005). Regarding software applications, aspects can change their base code behaviour.

Even though AOP enables modularising elements which could not be modularised previously by other software development methodology, as indicated by Bodden et al., (2013) a few issues concern modularising software using classic AOP and join point interfaces (JPI) has been proposed (Bodden et al., 2013) for solving such issues.

This article looks at using classic Aspect-oriented (AO) principles in previous phases of software development. Its main goals were to propose a formal specification language, OOAspectZ, and model a classic AOP system by using OOAspectZ to describe the pros and cons of this formal language proposal. It adapts a previous proposal for AO UML class diagrams, attempting a clearer definition of PC units.

```java
interface Shape {
    public moveBy(int dx, int dy);
}

class Point implements Shape {
    int x, y; //intentionally package public
    public int getX() { return x; }
    public int getY() { return y; }
    public void setX(int x) { this.x = x; }
    public void setY(int y) { this.y = y; }
    public void moveBy(int dx, int dy) {
        x += dx;
        y += dy;
    }
}

class Line implements Shape {
    private Point p1, p2;
    public Point getP1() { return p1; }
    public Point getP2() { return p2; }
    public void moveBy(int dx, int dy) {
        p1.x += dx; p1.y += dy;
        p2.x += dx; p2.y += dy;
    }
}

aspect UpdateSignaling {
    pointcut change(): execution(void Point.setX(int))
        || execution(void Point.setY(int))
        || execution(void Shape+.moveBy(int, int));
    after() returning: change() {
        Display.update();
    }
}
```

Figure 1. Painting system AspectJ source code

Figure 2. Painting system AO UML class diagram and AspectJ source code

Aspect-oriented modelling

Several articles have dealt with UML extensions to support AO modelling (AOM). For example, Bustos, & Eterovic (2007) and Liu, & Chuang-Wen (2008) have applied UML class diagrams to AO modelling and Wimmer et al., (2011) have surveyed UML and AOM. Using an updated version of the modelling form presented by Liu, & Chuang-Wen (2008), Figure 1 shows a painting system AspectJ source code (Kiczales & Mezini, 2005), a classic example of AOP, whereas Figure 2 shows a painting system AO UML class diagram.

The AOM form presented by Liu and Chuang-Wen (2008) allows modelling the main AOP elements, such as advised classes by aspects, and aspects. However, elements for defining PC units are not considered by such AOM form. Figure 2 shows that aspects should consist of PC units and there are directed associations stereotyped by <<Weave>> from classes to PC units, even though a PC defines a criterion for advising its referenced instances of classes, i.e., association between classes and PC units should be opposed. However, using weaving, means that association direction would be correct since final waived classes incorporate code of aspects.

Figure 2 gives an extended version of Liu and Chuang-Wen (2008)’s proposal for modelling the AOP code in Figure 1. The original proposal’s ideas are preserved and this extended version only defines PC using ideas concerning AspectJ such as a method’s execution and call. These extensions look for a detailed PC definition to enable a high degree of transparency between the code’s structural elements and the structural model of the code, i.e., easy
translation of structural models to the main elements of AOP programme code (aspects and classes) and vice-versa, as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Painting system key objects are instances of shape, point and line, and display. This scenario concerns an abstract shape class, and concrete point and line classes, shape subclasses. There is a single display class and, for simplicity, just a single system-wide display operation: Display.update(), performed by aspect UpdateSignaling.

Figure 2 shows a class having the <<Pointcut>> stereotype to identify PC elements of classes identified by the <<aspect>> stereotype. These classes are named <<Pointcut>> and <<aspect>> classes. Therefore, given a set of classes attended by aspects, <<Pointcut>> classes relate advised classes to <<aspect>> classes. Thus, there can be more than one <<Pointcut>> and <<aspect>> classes for a model, even though a <<Pointcut>> class allows defining different pointcut elements for the same <<aspect>> class.

A behavioural view of the system highlights an important consideration; <<Pointcut>> and <<aspect>> classes represent global instances which are active when join points occur.

Khatchadourian and Soundarajan (2007) have argued that there are similarities between classic AOP and concurrent / distributive programming.

**AO formal modelling**

Regarding AO formal modelling, a few applications of formal methods would include Alloy (Mostefaoui & Vachon, 2007) and AspectZ (Yu, Liu, Yang & He, 2005) (Vidal, Saens, Del Río & Villarroel, 2013) and an extension of the formal language Z (Woodcock, & Davies, 1996) for OOSD ideas.

Since AOSD tries to reduce cross-cutting concerns in object-orientated software development (OOSD) and Object-Z (Duke, & Rose, 2000) (Smith, 1999), there should be integration between Object-Z and AspectZ. This article thus proposes OOAspectZ which integrates Object-Z and AspectZ. Figure 3 presents the main elements of OOAspectZ while Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 present associated OOAspectZ diagrams for the painting system.

A traditional class diagram is used as in UML class diagrams, for representing an interface in Object-Z. Thus, classes implementing an interface define public attributes and rules for interface methods. Figure 4 gives an OOAspectZ model of the interface shape for a painting system, while Figures 5 and 6 show point and line painting system classes involving the shape properties interface.

![Figure 3: OOAspectZ aspect-schema](image)

Figure 3. OOAspectZ aspect-schema

A traditional class diagram is used as in UML class diagrams, for representing an interface in Object-Z. Thus, classes implementing an interface define public attributes and rules for interface methods. Figure 4 gives an OOAspectZ model of the interface shape for a painting system, while Figures 5 and 6 show point and line painting system classes involving the shape properties interface.

![Figure 4: Painting system interface shape schema](image)

Figure 4. Painting system interface shape schema

![Figure 5: Painting system object-Z point schema](image)

Figure 5. Painting system object-Z point schema

![Figure 6: Painting system object-Z line schema](image)

Figure 6. Painting system object-Z line schema

Figure 5 gives an Object-Z diagram for the point class implementing properties, i.e., methods and attributes, from the shape class. The first element in class is the state, defining class attributes x and y. Invariant rules can be defined in such schema for instances of class. This figure gives schema for modelled class operation or methods. As shown, method moveBy updates attributes x and y for that object for a point class.
Figure 6 shows an Object-Z schema for line class inheriting properties from shape class. Line consists of two point class objects (p1 and p2) and a method obtains p1 and p2 line values. This figure gives a complete definition of moveBy inherited from the shape class which is different from the point class moveBy method. moveBy updates values for fields x and y of p1 and p2 concerning input values. Considering that Object-Z allows substituting predicate and schema elements, Figure 7 shows the schema for moveBy using substitutions.

![Figure 7. Painting system Object-Z MoveBy method for line class with substitutions](image1)

Figure 8 shows the OOAspectZ aspect-schema for UpdatingSignaling. Clearly, this shows the elements present in the AspectJ source code in Figure 1. A direct translation from OOAspectZ specification to AspectJ code is thereby completely supported by this example. Such compatibility between domain and application models is a fundamental principle for model-driven engineering (MDE), a particular software development methodology (Melior & Balcer, 2002).

![Figure 8. Painting system OOAspectZ aspect-schema update signal](image2)

The implicit announcement and invocation of aspects are basic elements of classic AOSD. A formal representation of AOSD elements is a direct task for current modelling languages. AO solutions are abstractions of OO solutions in which a ‘weaver’ controls transforming AO code into the associated OO code. For a formal representation of AO models, a potential solution would be to apply the AO ‘weaver’ in previous phases of the software lifecycle to obtain OO models which are formally representable by first-order logic predicates.

Since elements of a Z specification are translatable into first-order logic predicates (Zave & Jackson, 1993) and taking into account previous use of AOSD for weaving, woven OOAspectZ / Object-Z schemas are thus representable by means of first-order logic predicates. Figure 9 shows the woven schema setX, for the point class.

![Figure 9. Painting system woven OOAspectZ/Object-Z SetX schema](image3)

According to Zave & Jackson (1993), Z operation schemas are representable as event types in a state-transition model. Primed and unprimed elements for an operation schema represent the object state before and after a current event occurs. The following predicates would be established by the method schema setX:

- Since a Z schema is translated into an individual type predicate, a predicate setX(e) represents the occurrence of event e as an instance of operation setX;
- Because each argument in an operation schema is represented by a predicate, there is a predicate x?(num, e) for setX which means that num is the integer argument of event e for attributed attribute x;
- Regarding the non-temporal properties of Z language, there are unary predicates for each basic type (Zave & Jackson, 1993), Z in this case for integer numbers. Due to such predicate, there is the following uniqueness restriction:

\[
\forall e(setX(e) \Rightarrow \exists! num(x?(num, e) \land Z(num)));
\]

- Since setX schema contains notation \( \Delta(x) \), indicating that operation setX changes the value of attribute x of the current instance, a setX operation would have predicate \( \Delta x(x, e) \) meaning that x is the object point coordinate applied to the event; and
- According to the point class state schema, x is an attribute of this class. Therefore, because operation setX represents event e, when such event occurs there would be a new state of the current point class instance. As previously shown, there are predicates \( \Delta x(x, e) \) and \( x?(num, e) \). Thus, to know the effects the setX method on the current point class object, the relationship between the values for attribute \( x \) of two consecutive states must be shown. According to Zave & Jackson (1993), a predicate \( x(y, v) \) represents value y for \( x \) in state v which must be equal to the set value, num in this case:

\[
\forall e\forall x\forall x?\forall num\forall y(begin(e, v) \land setX(e) \land \Delta(x, e) \land x?(num, e) \land x(y, v) \Rightarrow num = y)
\]

Since Zave & Jackson (1993) have indicated rules for representing Z schemas as first-order logic predicates, this article tried to adjust such rules to OOAspectZ. These new rules should lead to defining operations and methods affecting class object attributes. Since formal modelling involves reasoning about software requirements more profoundly than modelling software requirements informally, a complete review and adaption of Zave & Jackson rules for OOAspectZ, along with their application for a complete OOAspectZ model, form part of the authors’ future research.

Classic AOSD distinguishes between primary (base) and cross-cutting concerns. In an AOSD scenario, instead of generating a woven OO solution and defining rules for woven elements, adapted Zave & Jackson rules can be defined for each base module and aspects of a system, such as adapted Object-Z specification rules. The authors will formalise integrating base modules and aspects in OOAspectZ specifications without weaving by means of first-order logic predicates in their future work. Preconditions should be defined for the associated first-order logic predicates for each OOAspectZ specification schema and aspect-schema, because Zave, & Jackson have stated that as schemas are types, predicates for schemas are able to include references to previous and after schema. Therefore, for each schema advised by an aspect-schema, guards for correct interaction order must be included. For example, if an operation schema has previous aspect-schema
A, the operation schema must indicate A as part of its preconditions; aspect-schema A is seen as a previous event. Regarding a formal definition of aspect-schemas, each presents the pointcut as its precondition. These ideas can be extended to after aspect-schema. Around aspect-schemas behave like before aspect-schemas whose next state is the attended schemas for an action to proceed, or the following schema for the attended one, when there is no action to proceed.

Regarding a complete aspect-schema definition, considering aspect-schemas for setting and obtaining the value of attributes of a class instance, integrating aspect-schemas with traditional Object-Z schemas and defining associated first-order logic predicates for this kind of aspect-schema constitute future research work into OOAspectZ.

Even though AOSD allows separating concerns, there are situations in which applying the obliviousness principle generates complex situations thereby restricting complete modularisation. Even though Sullivan et al., (2005) defined obliviousness for designing base elements without worrying about aspect functionality, base elements avoid cross-cutting concerns; Sullivan, Griswold, Song & Cai (2005) have mentioned a few common complex situations for AO programmers:

- ‘Private join points’ for a tight link between base and aspects code (in such situation, changes in base code can imply no more join points for the aspect’s action);
- ‘State-point separation’ for aspects in a defined module reacting for the initialisation of defined variables when those variables are initialised in different modules;
- ‘Inaccessible join points’ for switching and nested conditional statements which do not allow a join point to be accessible; and
- ‘Quantification failure’ for a non-updated pointcut, although there are changes in the base code.

As Sullivan, Griswold, Song & Cai (2005) indicated, since obliviousness is an AOP principle, there are situations in which more attention should be paid to the specific abstract state and behaviour of the application and not just on concrete event execution. Thus, more attention should be paid to software lifecycle design phases.

The authors of this article faced an additional AOSD issue regarding aspect definitions for instances of aggregated classes, instances of classes in an aggregation or composition association. Aspects advise aggregated instances having access to their attributes in such situations and attributes of the class to which instances are the whole. For example, if class A consists of sets of class B and C objects, one set for each class, and aspects advise instances of B, thus aspects can also update a set of elements in C. The authors called such situation ‘total access for aggregated instances’.

Another AOP issue concerns aspect composition, or aspects advising other aspects. Defining this association among aspects is neither simple nor direct in classic AOP. JPI has been used for resolving aspect composition (Boddien et al., 2013).

Since aggregation is an essential OOSSD element, above all in OOP, the previously mentioned situations represent an overall AOSD composition issue. One solution to the 1st composition issue is to define aspects for the composed class instead of for the classes forming part of the whole class. A formal review of the ‘total access for aggregated instances’ problem along with an analysis of solutions for that problem form part of the authors’ future research.

Undoubtedly, a formal AO method, such as OOAAspectZ, allows better modularisation since base class schema are defined by complete separation of concerns. Even though OOAAspectZ specification class schemas include only their base concerns, OOAAspectZ specification aspect-schemas can include complex issues such as the ‘total access for aggregated instances’.

Conclusions

AOM allows complete isolation of software system cross-cutting functionalities into separate and independent entities called aspects;

AOM for requirements and design allows more complete AOSD since OOAAspectZ enables defining AO formal requirement specifications and UML class diagrams facilitate AO design;

Given the simplicity of Z languages, such as Z and Object-Z, the proposed OOAAspectZ formal language allows capturing the essence of those languages along with modularisation benefits regarding classic AOP to identify and isolate (i.e., modularise) software cross-cutting concerns; and

Using UML class diagrams and OOAAspectZ, this paper has presented the main AOM idea as well as illustrating the advantages of these languages for modularising cross-cutting concerns. Regarding UML class diagrams, this article gives a new version of Liu, & Chuang-Wen (2008) using AspecJ notation to facilitate a design for coding translation.

Related and future work

Future work will present first-order rules for representing OOAAspectZ schemas and applying such rules to model a complete case study as well as reviewing the integration of traditional Object-Z and OOAAspectZ schemas for defining woven schemas.

The authors wish to tackle the ‘total access for aggregated instances’ issue in detail as well as ways of resolving it.

The authors will continue working towards a full definition of OOAAspectZ for applying this Aspect-oriented formal language to specify a case study such as those analysed by Steimann et al., 2010).

Even though classic AOP allows modularising cross-cutting concerns which have not been able to become modularised by other software development methodology, such as object-oriented and structure programming, Bodden et al., 2013 have indicated that classic AOP introduces implicit dependency between aspects and advised routines. This would mean that if an advised routine should change its signature, regardless of the magnitude of signature change, aspects advising that routine could not advise more without changing their PC. A routine is usually advised without expecting change in its behaviour. Aspects can access, including private elements of an advised routine associated class. Bodden et al., (2013) proposed JPI for establishing an interface among aspects and advised classes’ routines. Extending our current proposal regarding OOAAspectZ formal specification language to support JPI modularisation ideas, JPI-AspectZ, forms part of our future work.

Following JPI ideas, the authors’ current work is aimed at modeling JPI programme structure and behaviour for transformation transparency among models and code and high-level understanding of the JPI code.
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